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communications, and it would be mecha-
nized to allow speed and flexibility during
consultation. The item would look something
like a desk, and the contents would be on
microfilm. More importantly, the memex
user would create different trails through the
information and link together items in new
and various ways.

While Bush continued to write about the
memex for years, it was Ted Nelson who took
up the cause in the 1960s, earning him the title
of “the father of hypertext.” (Bush is often
referred to as the “grandfather of hypertext.”)
Nelson envisioned a network, or a global
library, that contained thousands upon thou-
sands of linked documents; the hypertext work
was named Project Xanadu.

“However, contrary to legend, Project
Xanadu was NOT trying to create the World
Wide Web,” states the Xanadu Web site. “The
World Wide Web is precisely what we were
trying to PREVENT. We long ago foresaw the
problems of one-way links, links that break (no
guaranteed long-term publishing), no way to
publish comments, no version management,
no rights management. All these were built
into the Xanadu design.”

Although Nelson was not trying to create the
Web, his work on hypertext forms was one of
its fundamental properties. At the same time,
other pioneers were developing tools and con-

cepts that would eventually lead to the wide-
spread growth of the Web and a growing
awareness of hypertext. In 1963, Douglas
Englebart of the Stanford Research Center
invented the computer mouse. At first glance
today, this small, commonplace item may not
seem that revolutionary, but back then, it fos-
tered a huge change in how humans use com-
puters. The device made it possible to do what
Englebart called “flying through a variety of
information spaces” by allowing for pointing
and clicking. By 1968, Englebart and his 
colleagues were presenting hypermedia
demonstrations on how computers could help
perform daily tasks. Xerox extended this work
into the 1970s and 1980s at its Palo Alto
Research Center, where it developed GUI. 

Going a step further, Apple recognized the
potential that computers using GUIs and
mice would have. In 1984, Apple presented
the first Macintosh that made it easy for tech-
no-newbies to use a computer. Apple also
played an important part in expanding the
use of hypertext, for in 1987—a good four 
or so years before the first graphical 
Web browser was created—it introduced
HyperCard, a hypertext/hypermedia system.
HyperCard, which is still alive and kicking
today, is a system whereby cards (pages 
of information) can be connected in vari-
ous ways, and the cards often contain 

buttons that link to sound clips, photographs
and more.

Meanwhile, the world was about to witness
the global birth of the World Wide Web. In
1989, Tim Berners-Lee, a physicist at the
European Laboratory for Particle Physics, con-
ceived of the notion of the convergence of
hypertext and the Internet, which was at that
time still primarily a network for researchers
and scholars. The Web was officially
“announced” almost two years later. Since
then, millions of people worldwide have
become familiar with this hypertext system.

As that familiarity continues to expand, so
will the shape of hypertext. The future is
impossible to predict, but two things are
clear. First, the ways in which hypertext is
implemented will grow. HTML is a wildly
successful tool for creating Web pages, but it
has limitations; it may be supplemented or
replaced with another markup language.
XML or extensible markup language has
slowly been coming onto the scene, giving
Web designers more flexibility when creating
sites. Second, a growing use of hypertext
may lead to our viewing information in a
whole new way; as a collection of informa-
tion in which the reader or viewer, not the
information presenter, is in control.   
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1945 
Dr. Vannevar Bush writes an
article for the Atlantic Unbound,
The Atlantic Monthly’s online
journal, in which he outlines his
idea for a hypertext system
called a memex.

1960
Ted Nelson (who is
often cal led the
father of hypertext)
begins his work on
a hypermedia sys-
tem (Xanadu).

1963
Douglas Englebart publishes “A

“A Conceptual
Framework for
the Augmentation
of Man’s Intellect”
in which he sets out
a framework for a hyper-
media system. He also invents
the computer mouse, which is
pioneered by Xerox. The mouse

makes it possible to point and
click—a common action

when surfing the Web.  

1965
Ted Nelson coins the

term “hypertext” and uses it
in a talk at Vassar College.

His prototype of a hypermedia
system is launched soon after.

1976
Apple is founded by

Steve Jobs and
Steve Wozniak;
it brings such
t e c h n o l o g i e s  
to the personal
computing mar-

ket as a GUI
(graphical user inter-

face) and color monitors.

1987
Apple bundles Hyper-
Card, a hypertext pro-
gramming environ-
ment, with its Macin-
toshes. HyperCard links
cards and stacks of cards

together, and the cards also
contain hypermedia links.

1989
Tim Berners-Lee, of CERN
(the European Laboratory for
Particle Physics) proposes the
World Wide Web.

1992
A graphical Web brows-

er, Mosaic, is devel-
oped by Marc An-
dreeson of NCSA; it
is released widely the

following year.
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